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I have always been a reader, maker, creator

Former Bookseller & Children’s Literature Book Buyer

Former Library Assistant and Storytime lady

I’ve been writing picture books since about 2011, and 

writing more seriously since 2015

In 2019, I signed with my agent and we sold my debut 

picture book, Crocodile Hungry, illustrated by John Martz, 

published by Tundra Books, an imprint of PRH

I have an MFA in Writing for Children & Young Adults 

from Hamline University 



Writing Picture Books - Today’s Session Plan

- What’s a Picture Book?
- Where do Picture Book Ideas Begin?
- Exercise - Finding Yourself in Your Audience
- Kid Logic / Imagination + Play
- Craft Elements: 

- Tone
- Character
- Voice
- Language
- Point of View
- Setting
- Structure
- Plot 
- Theme

- Questions



What’s a Picture Book?

- A picture book is a story for children, usually ages 4 to 8
- told through a combination of illustrations and words
- Picture books are usually 32 pages 
- Picture books are usually less than 1,200 words
- 300-500 words is kind of the word count sweet spot
- Picture books are meant to be shared

- My personal philosophy on writing picture books is that 
they are little Rubik’s cubes where everything that is 
necessary fits just so



Current Picture Books + Studying the Market

The best way to grow as a writer, is to be a reader

The best way to learn about the current picture book market is to read picture books! 

You can check out up to 500 items on your Spokane Library Card. And you can have up to 

80 holds on your account at one time! The biggest thing is to read, and read studiously.



Where do Picture Book Ideas Begin? 

- A memory
- An idea
- A character, the beginning of a character
- A quote, a phrase, a snippet of dialogue
- A theme
- Curiosity
- Exploration 
- New experiences 

Crocodile Hungry began with a trip to the zoo, and my then 2yo asking my husband what 
do crocodiles eat? My husband told her, Crocodiles Eat Flamingos!

And it was the beginning of the idea for Crocodile Hungry



Crocodiles Eat Flamingos + Story Evolutions



Exercise - Finding Yourself in your Audience - 5 minutes

When you were in first or second grade, what was your favorite thing to do at recess? 

Or after school? Or how did you spend a free Saturday? 

Pick an emotion: Happy, Sad, Angry, Scared, Joyful, Worried, Love, Shyness, etc.

Is there a memory or moment when you were a kid that exemplifies one of these emotions? 

For either prompt, write down the memory and some details related to it:

where you were, who was with you, what textures or smells were present, how did you feel?



Connecting with your Childhood Self 

The World Belonged to Us - Jacqueline Woodson + Leo Espinosa
Nancy Paulsen Books (2022)



Kid Logic / Imagination + Play



What do I mean by Kid Logic + Imagination and Play

I mostly mean an openness to embrace the wonders and curiosity of the world.

Giving yourself permission to play and think creatively. 

As adults, there are things - facts, information, ideologies, etc., that we know about the 

world that put a realistic (or maybe even pessimistic) lens or perspective on everything. 

Embracing your own sense of play and wonder at the world is an opportunity to see 

everything new. To see everything with wonder and joy. And to allow yourself to forget 

what you know in the pursuit of play and imagination.



Kid Logic / Imagination + Play 

Yotsuba (Manga Series) - Kiyohiko Azuma 
Yen Press 



Kid Logic / Imagination + Play 

My Best Friend - Julie Fogliano and Jillian Tamaki
Atheneum Books for Young Readers (2020)



Kid Logic / Imagination + Play

I Won’t Give Up My Rubber Band - Shinsuke Yoshitake
Chronicle Books (2022)



Kid Logic / Imagination + Play 

Leave Me Alone! - Vera Bristol
Roaring Brook Press (2016)



Exercise - Kid Logic / Imagination + Play - 1 minute

Let’s go back to the exercise from earlier— 

What was a favorite imaginative game that you played. Is there something you believed to 
be true or wanted to be true? Jot down any details or memories that lend themselves to 
imagination and play. Try to push it even further to come up with the most playful 
possibilities— this does not have to be real! It’s playtime.

We’re brainstorming, gathering background details that could inform a story, or be the 
jumping off point for a story.



Tone



What is Tone?

Tone is the energy in the narration, the way the narrator or author is speaking to the 

reader. Is the story sad? Is it funny? Tone changes based on the circumstances, so I like to 

think of tone as word choices that carry the emotional truth or feeling associated with the 

story.

It can also help to think that tone is a tool to tell your reader how to read the book.



Tone - Word Sounds + Mood 

Goodnight Moon - Margaret Wise Brown + Clement Hurd
HarperCollins (originally 1947)



Tone 

Creepy Carrots! - Aaron Reynolds + Peter Brown
Simon & Schuster Books for Young Readers (2012) 



Exercise - Tone - 1 minute

Let’s look at the exercise from the beginning… 

What’s the tone in this scenario? What’s the emotion? What’s the feeling that you would 

like the reader to experience? Jot down any word associations that might match this tone 

and feeling.



Character



Character

In a character-driven story, you need to have a great character. 

To help create your character, you need to know why they’re in this story, why this story 

at this time, and you need to know what your character wants.

I think a great character is defined by voice.



Character 

The Pigeon Will Ride the Roller Coaster! - Mo Willems
Union Square Kids (2022)



Character 

We don’t eat our Classmates - Ryan T. Higgins
Disney-Hyperion (2018)



Character 

The Old Truck - Jarrett Pumphrey + Jerome Pumphrey
Norton Young Readers (2020) 



Character (and Voice)

Owl Babies - Martin Waddell + Patrick Benson
Candlewick Press (originally published in 1992)



Exercise - Character - 2 minutes

Let’s revisit the writing exercise from the beginning….

Who is the main character in this scenario? 

How old are they? Who do they to talk to? Play with? How do they speak?  

What does your character want?



Voice



Voice 

Voice is the personality. 

It’s the character personality. It’s the authorial personality. Great voice is when you hear a 

character or you hear an author and you know immediately that those sentences and 

words belong to them. 

How do you create that? 

We can look at language, the word choice, the syntax, the rhythm. There are some things 

that are natural as writers, and then we need to look at how to hone in on those word 

choice and syntactical details to build voice. 



Voice 

Rodney was a Tortoise - Nan Forley + Yong Ling Kang
Tundra Books (2022)



Voice - Authorial voice over books 

Jon Klassen 



Exercise - Voice - 1 minute

Let’s think about that first exercise . . . . 

Think about your main character. They are asked, 

“Do you want water or juice?”

How do they respond? Write as many answers until you feel like you have an answer that only 
they might say.

This is a very basic question— you can revisit your scenario or story with a question that makes 
more sense in that moment and continue to ask yourself how will your character respond? 



Language



Language

Picture books are meant to be read aloud, so the way that words sounds, their rhythm 

and cadence is all very important for picture books. If the story is playful, the language 

can be playful too! 

Picture books can be and feel like poetry. Because of the economy of the writing, picture 

book writers need to be picky about their word choices. 

Don’t let language get in the way of drafting your story. Language is often where I refine 

word choices over and over again in revisions. 



Language 

The Longest Letsgoboy - Derick Wilder + Catia Chien
Chronicle Books (2021)



Language

Green on Green - Dianne White + Felicita Sala
Beach Lane Books (2020)



Exercise - Language

From the first writing exercise, what kind of words do you think will help tell your story?

These can be specific words or word-meanings, but it could mean word shape as well. 

Does your story need hard short words? Or long words where the sounds get drawn out.

What kind of cadence or rhythm does your picture book need? 

How are these words unique or specific to the story you are telling? 



Point of View



Point of View

First Person - I / Me 

Intimate emotions, in the head of your character

First Person Plural - We / Us  

Intimate and connection to a collective group

Second Person - You 

Immersive, directive, informative, more distant than First POV 

Third Person - He / She / They  

Allows for more exterior details, more distance



First Person Point of View

Saturday is Swimming Day - Hyewon Yum
Candlewick Press (2018)



First Person Plural / Collective Point of View

We are Water Protectors - Carole Lindstrom and Michaela Goade
Roaring Brook Press (2020)



Second Person Point of View

Bubbles . . . Up! - Jacqueline Davies and Sonia Sanchez
Katherine Tegen Books (2021)



Third Person Point of View

Jabari Jumps - Gaia Cornwall
Candlewick Press (2017)



Exercise - Point of View - 1 minute

From the first exercise — what point of view do you think would work best for this 

scenario? Write down what you think and why you chose that POV.

Homework:

Try a revision of a picture book draft in at least one different point of view.

What do you gain from this perspective? What do you lose? 



Setting



Setting

Setting is world that your story takes place in. It’s the time period, it’s the physicality and 

texture, it is the people that build your story into a world. 

Setting is what grounds the reader in place. Setting can be the character, or drive 

meaning, and oftentimes, setting can be the link that gives characters and relationships 

more meaning and purpose.



Setting 

The Big Bath House - Kyo Maclear + Grace Zhang
Random House Studio (2021)



Setting 

My Papi has a Motorcycle - Isabel Quintero & Zeke Pena
Kokila (2019)



Setting (and Setting as Character) 

I am the Subway - Kim Hyo-eun 
Scribble (2021)



Setting 

Farmhouse - Sophie Blackall
Little, Brown Books for Young Readers (2022)



Exercise - Setting - 1 minute

Let’s look at the exercise from the beginning . . . .

Where might this scenario take place? What does it look like? What does it feel like? How 
does your character behave in this place? What does it mean to them? What other 
characters might show up in this place? Are there objects that are important to this 
scenario? How do the feel? What do these objects mean? 

If your scenario has multiple locations or scenes, how does your character inhabit each 
place? 



Plot



Plot 

Plot is what happens. It is the sequence of events that tell the story.

Every book has a beginning, middle, and end.

The classic western plot structure is built on: 

- Inciting incident, rising action, conflict, denouement, resolution

Plot is what happens, when it happens. Sequence of events.



Plot 

Crocodile Hungry - Eija Sumner + John Martz
Tundra Books (2022)



Exercise - Plot - 1 minute

Let’s go back to the first exercise . . . 

Where might this scenario begin? Is there an inciting incident that lets your readers know 

what you character wants? 

What sequence of events could happen in this scenario? There are no wrong answers, it’s 

all play time right now.

Sometimes it helps to work backwards from the end to the beginning. Where might this 

scenario end?



Structure



Structure

Structure provides the bones for your story. 

In picture books, there’s a “rule of three” for a classic picture book structure: 

Problem, Attempt solution + fail (Three times), Despair, Attempt and succeed,

but with an interesting / unexpected twist.

Lots of structure types: poems, how-to, lists, cumulative, lyrical, dialogue, multiple viewpoints or 
dual point of view, letters/epistolary



Structure

Thank you, Omu! - Oge Mora
Little, Brown Books for Young Readers (2018)



Structure - Dual Point of View + Epistolary 

Yours in Books - Julie Falatko + Gabriel Alborozo
Cameron Kids (2021)



Structure - List

Ten Beautiful Things - Molly Beth Griffin + Maribel Lechuga
Charles ridge (2021)



Exercise and Assignment - Structure

Let’s think about the first exercise and classic picture book structure . . . 

What are three ways that your character might try to solve their problem / to find their want?

As an assignment: I’d like you to come back to Structure later.

Structure is a really wonderful place to revise once you have a draft of a story because you know 
what happens, you know the plot, it’s a perfect sandbox for trying to figure out the best frame to 
build your story.



Theme



Theme

I like to think of theme as the undercurrent of the story. What the story means. 

I mentioned earlier that picture books are great conversation starters. 

And if you’re having a hard time pinpointing what the theme of the story is, then I think it 

helps to ask yourself how does this book begin a deeper conversation. 

Some books have very obvious themes and some books have themes that are not quite as 

obvious but still present.

I have often heard from mentors that I need to come back to the Heart of the Story, and I 

think theme can help you answer, What is the heart of my story? 



Theme 

They all saw a Cat - Brendan Wenzel 
Chronicle (2016)



Theme 

Laxmi’s Mooch - Shelly Anand + Nabi H. Ali 
Kokila (2021)



Theme 

Love in the Library - Maggie Tokuda-Hall + Yas Imamura
Candlewick (2022)



Exercise - Theme - 1 minute

Let’s go back to that first exercise…. 

How might this scenario begin a conversation? Does that conversation lead to bigger 
topics and meaning? What is the heart of the story? What’s it REALLY about?

If the scenario doesn’t have an immediate theme or meaning that you can think of, are 
there possibilities that you see in the scenario. 

Write down a couple conversation starter or theme ideas that might tie in to this 
scenario. 

It is okay if the theme is fun! Theme doesn’t necessarily have to mean serious. Joy is a 
powerful theme and meaning!



What’s Next



Wise words from Pamela Caughey: Creating begins with Play

Making marks and adding color is where it things begin, then the thinking starts—when you’re 
thinking you’ve gone from playing to exploring. And that’s where you shift from playing to 

exploring, and exploring with intention. 

When you are stuck, the fundamentals of design are the foundation to get you out of the weeds. 

When you get stuck, when you get challenged, the main thing is to keep going.



Questions



        @eijas

        @eija.sumner

       www.linkedin.com/in/eija-sumner

My newsletter:

https://eelreport.substack.com/

Eija Sumner Contact Info

www.eijasumner.com

eijasumner@gmail.com
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